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Box 1 Total Pages (782)
Army Shows "Shenandoah" - Original HS Full Score (8) pages
Army Shows "Streets Of Laredo" - Original HS Full Score (8) pages
Army Shows "Streets Of Laredo" - Original HS sketches (4) pages
Army Shows "Sweet Betsy" Original HS Full Score (33) pages
Army Shows "Square Dance" Original HS Full Score (24) pages
Army Shows "Blue Tail Fly" Original HS Full Score (3) pages
Army Shows "Blue Tail Fly" Original HS Sketches/Lyrics (2) pages
Army Shows "G.T. Page #17" Original HS Full Score (1) page
Army Shows "Erie Canal" Original HS sketches (2) pages
Army Shows "11/24/44" Original HS sketches/lyrics (9) pages
Army Shows "12/3/44" Original HS sketches (6) pages
Army Shows "12/15/44" Original HS sketches (7) pages
Army Shows "1/5/45" Original HS sketches (14) pages
Army Shows "1/12/45" Original HS sketches (10) pages
Army Shows "2/2/45" Original HS sketches (6) pages
Army Shows "2/23/45" Original HS sketches (10) pages
Army Shows "3/2/45" Original HS sketches (1) page
Army Shows "3/9/45" Original HS sketches (13) pages
Army Shows "4/6/45" Original HS sketches (11) pages
Army Shows "4/27/45" Original HS sketches (9) pages
Army Shows "5/12/45 (VE Day Show)" Original HS sketches (8) pages
Army Shows "5/19/45" Original HS sketches (7) pages
Army Shows "5/19/45" Original HS Full Score (27) pages
Army Shows "5/19/45" Copyist Piano/Conductor score (10) pages
Army Shows "5/25/45" Original HS sketches (5) pages
Army Shows "6/1/45" Original HS sketches (6) pages
Army Shows "6/8/45" Original HS sketches (8) pages
Army Shows "6/16/45" Original HS sketches (7) pages
Army Shows "6/16/45" Original HS Full Score (2) pages
Army Shows "6/22/45" Original HS sketches (14) pages
Army Shows "7/6/45" Original HS sketches (8) pages
Army Shows "7/13/45" Original HS sketches (8) pages
Army Shows "7/21/45" Original HS sketches (5) pages
Army Shows "7/27/45" Original HS sketches (10) pages
Army Shows "8/3/45" Original HS sketches (4) pages
Army Shows "8/10/45" Original HS sketches (7) pages
Army Shows "8/17/45" Original HS sketches (19) pages
Army Shows "8/17/45" Original HS Full Score (20) pages
Army Shows "8/31/45" Original HS sketches (10) pages
Army Shows "8/31/45" Original HS Full Score (26) pages
Army Shows "9/1/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (4) pages
Army Shows "9/8/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (10) pages
Army Shows "9/15/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (9) pages
Army Shows "9/22/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (3) pages
Army Shows "10/6/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (13) pages
Army Shows "YAAF 10/18/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (1) pages
Army Shows "Roosty 10/21/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (6) pages
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Army Shows "Roosty 10/28/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (7) pages
Army Shows "Roosty 11/4/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (8) pages
Army Shows "Wings For Tomorrow 11/6/45" Original HS Full Score (9.25 x 11) (9) page
Army Shows "unidentified" Original HS Full Score (12) pages
United Nations Show "Junction In Europe 10/2/49" (Cues: 1-9, 12,) Original HS sketches (14) pages
United Nations Show "Junction In Europe 10/2/49" (Cues: 2-4, 7, 10, 11) Original HS Full Score (26) pages
United Nations Show "9/18/49" (Cues: 2, 3, 12, 13a, 16, 19, 23, 28, 29, 31) Original HS sketches (16) pages
United Nations Show "9/18/49" (Cues: 1-3, 6-9, 12-14, 16, 19-23, 25-29, 31) Original HS Full Score (124) pages
Election Evening Show 1948 - Original HS Full Score (63) pages
Election Evening Show 1948 - Copyist Piano/Conductor score (1) page
Memorandum to A New Millennium - 1999 - Original HS sketch (1) pages
Memorandum to A New Millennium - 1999 - Original full score in hand of arr. (Emilie B.) (6) pages
Memorandum to A New Millennium - 1999 - Original full score (14) pages
Memorandum to A New Millennium (Bound) - Original HS sketches (10) pages
Memorandum to A New Millennium (Bound) – Script (14) pages
Memorandum to A New Millennium (Bound) – Norman Corwin Letters (3) pages

TOTAL PAGES: (Radio Boxes): 782